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Dear Professor Menz,

RE: Formatting changes to manuscript MS: 1805719667401551

Prevalence of hallux valgus in the general population: a systematic review and meta-analysis

We would like to thank the editorial team for their prompt response in accepting our revised manuscript for publication in the *Journal of Foot and Ankle Research*. The following formatting changes have been made as requested:

Authors' contributions:
The following statement has been added: “All authors read and approved the final manuscript.”

Highlighting/tracking:
All highlighting and track changes have been removed from the manuscript.

Figures:
Figures 2 and 3 have been cropped more closely to minimize white space. Figure 1 has not been modified as the original was deemed to be cropped sufficiently.

Typography:
The manuscript has been checked for typographical errors.

Payment of the article processing charge (GBP 845.75) will follow via JFAR’s online credit card system. Thank you again and we look forward to seeing the published version of our manuscript.

Yours Sincerely,

Sheree Nix
(On behalf of M. Smith and B. Vicenzino)